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TSITSANIS AND THE BIRTH OF THE "NEW" 
LAiKO TR4GOUDI 

p£).lTI:ettKa 1:01) 

a~101tpocr£X1:0 Kat 

Tcrl1:o'(xvT] EVa J..LOUcrtKO £iooe; 

alto Ka),.)xn:xvlKTJ 
(Spanoudi, 1951) 

"[ ... ] Kahol 1:0 pq.t11:E1:1KO £XEt KanOla 80enl 
-yta1:1 £KqJpa~£t 'ta cr"0Vatcreft/la'ta~na<; oJ..LtXoac; av8pro-

1tCOV- OEV Aa1Ko'tpayouoL" to Avgi: 

The preceding comments from various Greek newspapers about lai"ko 
and rebetika - of which there is an abundance - highlight 

and reflect the assumptions, the different perceptions and usages of the 
va..rious terms that have been· used at least the turn of this century, 
to define the different forms of Greek music. also represent the 
conflicts that ensued for over two decades in the post"War era over the 
question of what was "real" or "authentic" Greekumsic and what was 
not. These were issues that appeared to be concerned with musical 
genres and their exponents; what were really about, however, were 
issues of nationhood, national identity, cultural and 
historical integrity. In that sense and in that context, the discussion 
about musical genres was highly relevant to the modern Greek's 
perception of himself and could, therefore, become political as a 
result. 

This study is concerned with examining how the terms lalko 
tragoudi and rebetika have been variously used since the late1940s, 
particularly in the popular press. It will trace the evolution of these 
terms, especially in response to and with reference to the life and work 
of Vasilis Tsitsanis. Tsitsanis' career in an excellent 
representation of the ambivalent usage of these terms and how they can, 
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at times, be interchangeable, at other times, quite distinct, depending 
on the social andpolitical climate of the day. Tsitsanis appears to have 
been very conscious of these factors and was able to create for himself 
the image of a unique position in Greek music. That is, he was 
presented (and he presented himself) as a j,atKoc; c)"ov9z1:'l1C; who also 
happened to create rebetika songs. The confusion of these terms is, 
therefore, exemplified in the way that they were used to describe him 
and his contribution to the history of Greek popular music (which was 
soon thought to be seminal). As an exponent originally of the rebetika 
genre he (<h'ld others) could, at the same time, be seen as simply and 
exclusively popular (lailwi) composers or musicians. The term rebetika 
was therefore shed when it became a liability and embraced when it was 
fashionable to do so. Or, to make the situation even more complicated, 
the term rebetika could be used to describe the songs or the music but 
not to describe the creator who was himself a popular (lai'kos) 

composer. 
During the 19508 and 1960s when the debate about the meaning of 

these terms was at its fiercest and when Tsitsanis' star was in the 
ascendant, it was not at all clear what AatJd) !lOUGTKTJ was, let alone 
rebetika. Furthermore, that same lack of clarity pervades much of the 
available literature on Greek popular musicians. The emphasis here 
seems to be the re-iteration of the (often idealised) image of the 
musician rather than on the "objective facts" that make up his life and 
career. In modern Greece, where, arguably, an essentially oral-based, 
traditional society is reluctantly surrendering to the imprint· of the 
twentieth century industrial and technological revolutions, this approach 
to reality is, in fact, a version of the truth, just as· myths, folk tales 
and/or dreams can be in other societies. Do Tziovas in his article about 
residual orality in Greek culture, made the acute observation (1989: 
323) that Greeks: "underemphasized the features of their culture which 
were based on textuality and writing, features which rationalise and 

distance, and that they highlighted the idea of a lifeworld and of human 
immediacy which an oral culture generates". Truth is then not a matter 
of "logical coherence" (Tziovas, 1989: 323) but is seen "in terms of 
truthfulness to life and experience".l Definitions of genre are therefore 

lIn her study of the representations of rebetika in Adelaide, D. Tsounis 
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not crucial in the context of this perception of truth. Likewise, the 
presentation of the life and work of a musician such as Tsitsanis, where 
so much ambiguity and seeming contradiction is clearly in evidence (see 
Petropoulos, 1973; Schorelis, 1977-81, 4: 18-22; Christianopoulos, 
1994: 16), becomes acceptable because it conforms to the notion of a 
reality that embraces image more than facts. 

Moreover, any understanding of this confusion of terms and 
definitions requires an awareness of the socio-political realities of the 
time and of the fears which prompted people to accept ambivalence (as 
in the paradoxical usages of lai'ko tragoudi and rebetika) in preference 
to challenging outright whatever ruling (political) ideology happened to be 
prevalent at any given time;. During the immediate post-war period 
Greece was still rent by division after the disastrous Civil War. Order 
was slowly being re-established by the Greek right-wing government 
and its foreign allies, England and America. The persecution of the Left 
was continuing and was to continue arguably, until most recent times. 
Clearly, it was not a time to use tern1S or be identified with musical 
genres that had previously been suspect, held in low regard or outcast 
from mainstream culture. For the working musicians and composers 
(Tsitsanisincluded), it appears that their ability to operate freely with 
what appears to us to be an obvious contradiction, was a pre-requisite 
for survival. 

The ambivalence of genre 
The terms laika, rebetikaand demotika describe some of the musical 
genres that make up modern Greek music and which have dominated the 
discussion of Greek music especially since the end of the Second World 
War. There was in the post·warperiod (and to some extent, still is) an 
assumption that everyone understood what these terms referred to and, 

(1995: 153, 168-9) argues that the various "cultural constructions of 
Rebetika" are, in fact, ultimately interpreted as "ideological constructs" 
which, despite their often inherent ambiguity are eventually accepted as 
"true" and· "natural" by members of society. She, too, argues that the shifts 
in perception of the genre depends greatly on the specific needs of that 
society, whether they are cultural, emotional, ideological or political. If 
these needs are met, the contradictions and ambiguity present in the genre 
are overlooked or fe-interpreted to suit the current "ideological construct". 
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more to the point, shared some kind of agreement about their unstated 
definitions. This was, as the evidence shows, not the case at all. The 
lack of cohesion and uniformity of definition revealed in articles written 
during this period is highly conspicuous. Nowhere is this more obvious 
than in the debate about rebetika conducted in the popular press during 
the 1940s, 1950s and 19608.2 Most of the writers involved in this 
debate believed that it was the Greek nation and its (national and 
historical) identity which was at stake. As a result, the differences of 
opinion expressed in their respective articles, are, understandably, 
marked and often hostile. Often it seems that the writers are involved in 
delivering monologues and not really participating in any dialogue at 
all. The nature of the "debate" is therefore coloured by the incongruous 
situation whereby the participants are arguing using terminology whose 
definitions they have not agreed on, or, alternatively, presuming that 
everyone shares a similar understanding of the same terms and there is 

no questioning it further. As S. Gauntlett has already shown 
(1982/3: 81, 92), a feature which is common to most more recent 
commentators on rebetika is their "preconceived definition of the term 
Rebetiko tragoudi" and their conflicting usage of "the generic terms 
demotiko tragoudi and lai1w tragoudi". This attitude or treatment of 
these terms has continued till the present day, so much so that the 
terms themselves have, to some extent, been rendered meaningless. 

While political ideology no doubt played a significant role in any 
commentator's understanding of these terms, differences of opinion 
could be just as virulent within a particular political context as without. 
There was little, if any, homogeneity amongst writers of any camp. In 
the pages of the Communist newspaper, Rizospastis, for instance, 
rebetika were synonymous not only with hashish-dens and the criminal 
underworld, but with everything decadent and corrupt in capitalist 
society (Xenos, 1947). Moreover, writers like V. Papadimitriou (1949a) 
denied that rebetikahad anything to do with lai"ka. The reallai"ka, in his 

were those popular songs sung in urban clubs alongside demotika 

2Most of the articles to which I will be referring appeared in the 
Athenian newspapers, Rizospastis, Ta Nea, I Avgi, and also in .the 
Thessaloniki-based newspaper, Ellinikos Vorras. Some mention will also 
be made of other newspapers and journals of the time, including the Greek
Australian newspaper, Neos Kosmos. 
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and kantades. They contained no "contaminating" Turkish or Eastern 
elements and presumably, their content, in contrast to was 
"ethical" (that did not refer to the underworld, immoral behaviour, 
etc.).Papadimitriou conceded that once the "contaminating elements" 
were taken out of rebetika there was a chance for them to become part 
of lai'ka: "va /lTCOUV ("rex nAaleHa EVO~ npaYllanKou l~ai:Kou 
1:payou8wu". It was this view that prevailed among the left-wing 
throughout the 19508 even though there continued to be some 
dissenting voices. 

F. Anoyianakis (1947) and N.Politis (1947), for example, both 
saw rebetika as being a continuation of the demotic tradition. The main 
difference between rebetika and demotika was thatthe former existed in 
an urban, not a rural setting; rebetika, however, were still a true 
expression of the "t.allCh'JfuxYJ" (Politis, 1947). Moreover, Anoyianakis 
(1947) called the genre pql1teTtKO 'tpayoullt", which indicates 
that there were, in post-war Greece, tendencies towards combining the 
genres (if indeed they were separate) or of subsuming one into the 
usually rebetika into lai"ka. This tendency occurred among 
commentators of any political ideology. 

In his famous 1949 lecture about the cultural value of rerW[,!Kf1 

M. Hatzidakis, for example, had also variously called the genre rebetiko 
and laiko tragoudi. Hatzidakis made it clear that he rebetika to 
be unequivocally Greek and that they reflected "'Coauvata8rU.taTlKO 
Koallo Ilta~ ll£pi8a~ 'tou )cam) /.la~" (Hatzidakis, 1949). Moreover, he 
equated the genre withTruth: 'Tw IcatKo 'tpayouot] [ ... ] 1:payou8rXn 
'tY\V aATj8Eta". The conservative Psathas (1948), writing at about the 
same time in Ta Nea, likewise seemed to have no problem in joining the 
two together, even though he was personally disgusted with rebetika: 

"[1:0 PEIl1tE1:lKO dvat] 1:0 rno aep"ClKO XapfJ.rXVl 1:11S AalKns /.lOUatK~~ 
1tapaYffiY~S" . 

An article by P. Paleologos (1948), however, skirted the whole 
issue of genre by referring to the musical instruments or the venues 
where the music was being played rather than to the music itself. 
Hence, he used the term "'ta !l1tOU~OUKta" to describe the rebetikallai"ka 
that were becoming so popular among the upper middle class. 
tendency to talk about "bouzouki music" and "bouzouki players" rather 
than about rebetika or rebetes continued, particularly in Ta Nea, for 
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some years (Psathas, 1951b, 1955b); see also 0 Odigitis, 1982. By 
1951, when S. Spanoudi wrote her landmark article about Tsitsanis, 
which was, firstly, her apologia for the rebetika genre and secondly, her 
panegyric on one of its chief exponents whom she called "AalKoe; 
0'1WeE't'lle;" or "/~(XtK6c; /.lOuO'oupyoe;" (ratherthan rebetis), it was clear 
that there was some sort of unresolved ambivalence at work (Spanoudi, 
1951). 

Throughout the 1950s, especially in Ta Nea, a slow separation 
between the popular musician and the rebetiko genre began to occur. 
Lai'kos gradually became the most commonplace appellation for the 
creator of the music (Ta Nea: 20/12/51;3 Psathas, 1960, 1961a, 1962) 
which was, to all intents and purposes, previously called rebetiko. 
Slowly, too, the latter term was replaced or used in conjunction with 
"bouzouki music" (Psathas, 1951b, 1955a, 1961a; see also 0 Odigitis, 
1982). When, in the early 19605, Theodorakis appeared, it an became 
"Aut1(O 'tpayoUOt" and it is this term that was and is still used to 
describe popular music far more than any other. From the late 19408 
until the late 1950s, the response of the conservative and/or right-wing 
press to the rebetika-lai'ka issue may be described as a steady 
progression towards acceptance of what once was a highly suspect 
musical genre; part of this acceptance required a partial, albeit 
significant re-naming of the genre, even if both terms continued to be 
used haphazardly for some time. Certainly, from early on, the 
composers were fe-named. Even Psathasdid not call Tsitsanis a rebetis 
outright, much as he seems to have, at times, despised the latter's 
music (Psathas, 1951b, 1955a, 1955b). 

In other words, Tsitsanis and popular composers like him were given 
a new respectability and credibility by being described as ",,,atlwi 
O"tJV8En:e;", no matter what their music might be called. Acceptance of 
them logically led to acceptance of their music. The next stage was to 

3This advertisement depicts Tsitsanis as being "0 Aa6qltAo<; 
B. TcrHcravll<; fLE 1:llV YA1lKEla 1tEVVta 'rOu" whilst Ninou (pictured with him) is 
called "[ ... J 11 acruYKpt1:Tj [ ... J epltllvEU1:pta AatKwv Tpayo'\)(hrov". Note 
should be taken of how a direct reference to the genre which Tsitsanis 
presumably represents is subtly avoided; he is simply "popular" and his 
partner (Ninou) who sings his songs, also happens to be a performer of 

"AulKu 1:payoUbta". 
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fe-name their music "bouzouki music" or "lai'ko tragoudi". Since 
"lai:k:o" ostensibly suggested "the people" or being "of the people", the 
term was broad enough to be applied to virtually any popular musical 
form, including rebetika. The newly-named musical genre which had 
thus taken into its body this previously highly suspect form (that is, 
rebetika) could then be easily incorporated into what was perceived to 
be mainstream Greek culture. It is no accident, I think, that the birth of 
the "new" lai'ko tragoudi coincided with the appearance (in many of the 
aforementioned neWSpaper articles) of concerns about Greek nationalism 
and identity; indeed, they often made up the underlying theme. Nor 
should it be forgotten that many of these aforementioned articles were 
questioning what, in fact, made up Greek culture (see especially 
Spanoudi, 1951; Psathas, 1951, 1953, 1955a, 1955b, 1960, 1961b). 
These nationalistic concerns clearly form a standard motif that exists 
side by side with the issues of musical genre. By the 1960s, many 
writers in the conservative press had succumbed to the idea that the old 
rebetika were, in fact, lai'ka tragoudia (see Yiannakopoulos, 1960) or 
vice versa. The Left, however, remained adamant that this was not the 
case at all. 

The belief that rebetika were the products of capitalist decadence, 
that these pessimistic hopeless songs were designed to seduce the 
working class away from active resistance and draw it into numbing 
apathy still remained. Throughout the 1950s the more moderate but 
nevertheless left-wing Avgi took up the battle begun by Rizospastis4 

against the infiltration of rebetika. An early article in 1953, for example 
(Avgi: 20/9/53) categorically denied that rebetika were lai'ka tragoudia. 
The anonymous writer defined "to uytEe; ),al1(o 'tpayoubl" as being that 

song-form "nOD EK<ppaSH nc; apE't£~ 1:0U )"ao-o /.lac;". 
Clearly, rebetikawith their low-life themes, fatalistic tones and 

sense of despair did not fit this idealistic definition of not only the 
musical genre but all Greek people as well. At best, rebetika could be 
called: "abuv(X't111tAEupa Tile; AatK:JlC; KapOta<;". Again, just asit was 
for the writers of the articles in Ta Nea, the issue at the heart of the 
discussion about music was Greek culture and Greek national identity. 

4Rizospastis had been banned in 1947. 
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Accordingly, most of the writers in Avgi··tended·to equate AatKTt 
1l0ucnKTt with OT\llo'ttKTt 1l0u(nKTt, the latter being the.true reflection of 
the Greek people (Avgi: 20/9/53). When the term AatKO was used in 
Avgi, it usually referred to demotic .. music (Pagalis, 1953b): ':nou 
O"uveXt~£t 'tT\V napaooO"T\ Kt' eK<ppa~et 'tou~ AatKou~ noSou~" and was 
actively and clearly differentiated from the cheap and vulgar rebetika 
which had lowered "'to nveulla'ttKo entneoo 'tou AaOU" (Pagalis, 1953a). 
As late as 1959 and .on the eve of Theodorakis' presentCj.tion of 
Emraqnoq, the writer Arkadinos5 was still warning people about 
rebetika: "'tou~ nOAAanAou~ KtvMvou~ nou Sa npOKU1jfOUV ano 'tT\V 
otaooO"T\ Kat entKpa'tT\O"ll 'tou Ka't' eU<PT\llt~1l0V 'AatKou' amou 
'tpayoUOtoU" (Arkadinos, 1959). 

In his view rebetika could not really be called lai"ka and hence could 
not seriously be taken to be representative of the la!ter geI)fe. Like 
Psathas and many others, however, Arkadinos finally began to relent in 
his estimation of rebetika and the question of what was really lai"ko 
trag~udi with the arri",alof Theodorakis' Bmraqnoq (see Arkadinos, 
1960a, 1960b; Psathas, 1960, 1961c, 1962). This was another major 
turning-point in the evolution of the new lai"ko tragoudi and was 
instrumental in securing the importance not only of the bouzouki in so
called EV'teXVT\ 1l0U 0" tKTJ ,6 but iilso the reputati6ri of the popular 
composers who had for so16ng used this instrumentto play rebetika 
andlai"ka. 

Theodorakis (1960) made it clear from the outset that he owed a 
significant debt to these composers claiming that his own new creation 

5 According to CnriStianopoulos (1919: 178) V. Arkadinos was the 
pseudonym that V. Papadimitriou used when he wrote for Avgi. 

6 This category of music referred to "artistic" music or "composed" 
music. That is, the act of creating the music was more'in the Western written 
or educated tradition than in the Eastern dial tiauition, where music was 
learned by ear and improvisationplayed.a major part ini,ts creation and 
performance. Both Theodorakis and Hatzidakis who were the foremost 
exponents of this new' "Greek" sound had been educated in the Western 
musical tradition. The essentialdichotdmy between these LWO tiaditionshas 
added another dimension to many Greek musicians' self-perceptions (often 
in a detrimental way); it appears.to be,another reflection of the conflict 
between orality and textuality mentioned by Tziovas (1989). Thafis, the 
traditional oral culture has to contend with and/or absorb the new literate or 
written culture, even if their fundamental difference continues to create 
friction or uneasiness. 
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was based on the old (demotika andlai"ka) which in turn had.theirroots 
in Byzantium. The bouzouki, he said, was:~''to O"uyxpovo eSvtKO AatKO 
opyavo" and Hiotis? musical instinct was: "EAAT\VtKO, AatKolOO%". 
The emphasis on national identity and reinforcing historical, cultural 
continuity of the Greek race via its musical instruments and its music 
was simply a continuation of the same debate of twenty and thirty years 
before. 7 Furthermore, Theodorakis justified his use of lai"ko tragoudi in 
his own· (supposedly more refined and artistic) music, by identifying 
himself with the people: 

'to AatKO 'tpayouot oey 'to doa KaSoAou an' E~ro,aAAao'tt 
TJIlOUV 0 tOtO~ ~OU'tT\YIlEVO~ IlEO"a 'touro~ 'to Kou'teAo [ ... ] 
OT\AaOTJ O"e 'teAeu'tata avaAuO"T\, <PtAOOo~ouO"a va.ytvro Eva~ 
ano 'tqu~ AatKou~ O"uvSE'te~.(Theodorakis, 1960) 

This suited his Communist leanings of the time and his. political and 
musical aspirations,. however, it also acted as a validation . from 
'''above,,8 of this popttlar and heretofore underestimated.musical genre. 

As a result of the. outrage and controversy provoked by Theo
dorakis' creation new definitions of laTko tragoudi began to appear.9 

Thecriiics, however, remained for the most part, sceptical. 1 0 Arkadinos 

7That is,inthe debate over the Greekness of allavEoE<;. See note 21, for 
.al:J1ole substantial exploration of thi!; issue" 
..•.. 8In fact, thisis not sodifferentfrorn. thepoet,Seferis' revisionary 
interpretation ofMakriyannis"memoirs and his validation of Makriyannis' 
stiitus as a culture herd. This had a'significant impact on' "modern Greek 
sensibility" 'especially in teimsof new perceptiorrsof nationhdod (see 
Lambropoulo'S, 1988: 45-65), Like .Tsit&anis'wQrl,c,Makriyannis was 
presented as concrete evidence for the "cdntinuityof the Greek race and 
culture" (Lambropoulos, 1988: 55). Moreover, as. ryp~esentatives of the 
more hunible, . "common", imeducatedClasses. hoth Tsitsanis and 
Malaiyahnis wefe,seento truly exemplify thy "spiritti!llwealth of [the] race" 

especially because they spoke (Or sang) '~the' reaUanguage which real 
people speak" (Lambropoulos,1988; 54-5). .' .. ' . .' 

9Theodorakis himself had'always insisted that rebdika was a 
,f'1((XlV'oupyta A<x'i1(,,¥OU(HKTt"'(see theodo'talds,1986: 159Jf~)linked to 
'demotIc and ecclesiastical music: Over'time; tfiis new fOIm' hitdshed its 
'previously narroW pr~dccupations with lo\vlifeand hashISh smoKlrigand 
fuoved intotttethelnes'and content 'ofthe(pte:'existlfIg?) lai'k'a: "OEV 
altEuGuVEtat (no O'tEVO KUKAO alt' 6rcou ~EKivllO'E;p:a crt(') duvoAotOn AaoU". 
On this basis; Theod6rakis' called it la'iko tragoudi. i: 

10 In April, 1961, the newspaper Avgth'ad,'fnfact, invited letters from 
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(1960), for example, asked whether it was necessary "va ur.:apxn 
s£t~.tr.:EKtKO Kat xaaa1ttKO yta va nap£t Eva KO/l/lan xapaK'tolpa 
AatKO'1) 'tpayouolOu;" bearing in mind that for him laiko tragoudi had 
always meant rural demotic music. Nevertheless, by the end of his article, 
he did concede that Theodorakis' Entr(xq)lo~ had "'tTj a<ppayiou j.Ha<; 

yvTjmag AalKTj:; 'tEXVTj:;". Theodorakis' response (Theodorakis, 1986: 
194 ff.) was to admit that while he had always been ambivalent in his 
feelings about the bouzolLki, he nevertheless believed that it was possible 
to use it in a new way with new content and thus provide (p. 197): "/ltD: 
yea c:08TjaTj (}'to AatKo 'tpayoUOt". He thus justified his use of the 
instrument in Enlrcupw~ and simultaneously placed himself at the 
forefront of this new impulse. 

Other commentators such as Vournas (1961), Anoyianakis (1961) 
and Macheras (196l) had already incorporated rebetika into the body of 
lai1w tragoudi. In fact, the terms were essentially interchangeable. In 
their accounts of the history of lai1w tragoudi, rebetika playa crucial 
role and are in fact, the new form of laikotragoudi: ",to v£c:01:SPO AalKo 
'tpayoUbt" (Macheras, 1961). Whereas the writers ofthe 19408 and 1950s 
had often clearly· demarcated the two terms as describing different 
musical forms by the early 19608 this demarcation was becoming 
increasingly blurred. The notions that rebetika were older than 
previously thought, that they were the muSic of the urban Greeks, that 
they had been "cleaned up" by laiko tragoudi (Macheras, 1961) and that 
they were definitely laika tragoudia (whether new or old)Il were now 
becoming more widespread and acceptable, even among some of 
rebetika's most hardened opponents (see for example, Psathas, 1962). 

its readers about the issue of lai1w tragoudi. The overwhelming majority 
of responses denied· that rebetika were authentic lai'ka tragoudia because of 
their pessimism and negativity. However, many praised Theodorakis for his 
new work which was "opening up a new road" iu Greek music. One reader 
even made the observation that the bouzouki when it was used in the 
performance of positive, happy songs could itself become an uplifting 
instrumenLThe point to be made here is that the dialogue and the debate were 
continuing and new understandings andlor definitions were being 
attempted in response to the new trends in modern Greek music. Not 
surprisingly, there was still no consensus. 

llSee especially Macheras, 1961, Christianopoulos, 1961,. Vournas, 
1961 and Petropoulos, 1966 for these arguments. 
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The debate did not end here, but it had lost some of its former virulence. 
By the early 1960s the term lai"ko tragoudi had, in many ways, become 
synonymous with the word "bouzouki" and with the word "rebetika" (if 
only at times by implication). Even for some of the left-wing writers in 
Avgithe issue was no longer as clear-cut as it had once been. The 
success of Theodorakis' and Hatzidakis' music, both in Greece and 
abroad, had helped, in some measure, to bring this about. At the same 
time, the image of the humble popular composer, "0 AatK6:; auv9E't'llg" 
who had for so long espoused the genre variously called rebetiko and 
lai"ko was also undergoing significant changes. 

The role of the record companies 
While the question of the definition of musical genre and the resulting 
cultural implications were an one going concern for many journalists, 
writers and commentators during the posHvar period, it does not appear 
to have been as great a concern (either now or in the past) to the actual 
musicians or to the Greek recording industry as a whole.12 There is no 
substantial proof which shows, for example, that any· of those early 
musicians who were later strongly identified (and.identified themselves) 
as rebetes (such as Markos Vamvakaris) ever disputed either the 
recording companies' marketing and naming of their product, or the 
easy use of both rebetiko and laiko to describe their music. It may be 
that, while formal conventions of nomenclature had to be observed, or 

12N. Georgiadis (1993: 11), for example, in the preface to his book 
P£f171:BrUCO Kat nOAtnKl} went to great lengths to explain that despite the 
title of his book, .he. intended to use the term )"atKo 'tpayou8t instead of 
pq.m£HKo, throughout the body of his work, because, he claimed, it was the 
more precise term for the musical genre (and its exponents) with which he 
was concerned: "OXl 1l0VOV 11 micrrW.l1 ovollacrio: 'to'\) cioo'U~, 67tOJ~'w 
anoKaAoucmvol OHJKOypWPtK£~ £'tcnp{£~, rx'k'Aa Kt oopo~ ltOU ltpOHlloUaav 
at {BlOt Ot Ci'UVeE1;£~". Georgiadis cites examples to show this presumed 
preference, but it is hardly substantial proof of the claim. that not only did 
the famous popular composers of the 1930s have a preference for the term 
",atKo but they actually were conscious of the difference between it and the 
term PE!11tE'tlKO. Based . purely on commercial reasons and obvious socio
political concerns,.it can be no great surprise that the early rebetes (if that 
is what they were) did not, it appears, act contrary to the recording 
companies' methods or question whether the description of their music as 
!vatKO was, indeed, accurate. 
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especially when in print and with the watchful censor in the 
background, nevertheless, the public knew that they were actually 
listening to or buying, rebetika, just as the musicians and the 
composers presumably knew. On the other hand, it could be argued that 
even from early on, both terms were used interchangeably without 
necessarily causing confusion or conflict, as it remained unclear what 
the differences, if any, were. 13 

As early as the 19208, both terms had been used in the record 
catalogues distributed in retail outlets in Greece. The songs that these 
terms referred to were very varied although it can be safely assumed 
that this did not perturb the prospective buyers or interfere with their 
understanding of what the songs were. The terms xaatKAiolKa, 

/laYK1Ka and KAE<p"ttKa were also being used in these catalogues. The 
evidence from very early recordings indicate that the term rebetiko did 
appear on some record labels but it was used haphazardly and seemed to 
appear mostly on records where the dance-form was the hassapiko.14 
During the 1930s this was no longer the case: rebetiko appeared much 
more frequently, After the Metaxas censorship laws of 1936, however, 
the situation changed.15 By 1940 the term rebetiko had virtually 
disappeared from the catalogues and only lai"kollai"ka remained 
(Gauntlett, Paivanas and Chatzinikolaou, 1994: 44). Obviously it 
would not have been very wise to promote rebetika in a blatant way 
under the Metaxas regime, even given the laxity of the censorship. The 
brief, successful reign of rebetika achieved mainly through the new 

13Th. Anastasiou (1995: 15-20) has written a fascinating introduction 
to his study of Tsitsanis' songs which, attempts to determine the musical 
elements which constitute the rebetiko and lai"ko genres as a way of 
establishing a clearer definition of the genres. On the basis of this 
examination, he argues, quite rightly, that the differences between the two 

are more imagined than real, that they are, in fact, political constructs (pp. 
16-17) created during the postcwar period. He therefore concludes that the 
only true lai1w tragoudi was rebetiko. 

141 would like to thank Associate Professor Stathis Gauntlett for giving 
me access to the Melbourne Corpus Rebeticorum for this crucial 
information. 

lSTsitsanis later claimed that it was in 1936, that is, the year that 
Metaxas introduced his censorship law, that the rebetika gave way to the 
birth of the "new" laiko tragoudi (Chr. Ts" 1983). Clearly, then, laika, as 
perceived by Tsitsanis, had preceded this period. 
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recording industry in Greece was apparently over. In order for the genre 
to survive in the post-war era, a new term had to be found to describe 
these songs which were still commercially viable; at the same time, their 
form and content had to be modified somewhat for the same 
commercial reasons. The term laiko tragoudi was vague and general 
enough to create this safety net (see Anastasiou, 1995: 18) although it 
was not accepted by everyone (especially the Left). Moreover, as already 
indicated, it had been used, in a seemingly random way, to describe 
these songs in the 1920s and 1930s. 

By the mid-1940s laika were being promoted and music was being 
described as laiki because it was far more commercially viable to do so, 
whereas, in· actual fact, and in many instances, rebetika were really 
being delivered to the public. In contrast, from the 1970s onwards the 
process began to operate in reverse: the word rebetiko began to have, 
from at least the early 19708, considerable selling power whereas lai"ko 

tragoudi had been so widely used that it was almost meaningless.16 

This was, of course, due to the rebetika renaissance which occurred at 
this time, apparently encouraged by both the Junta and later by the 
PASOK government (see Gauntlett, .1990 and 1991). The point to be 
made here is that, in both instances, the socia-political context acted on 
the question of musical genre and ultimately transformed it to suit the 
demands of the authorities and the needs of the audience. It is clear that 
musicians are and were similarly subject to such influences, and that, in 
such a constantly shifting, social context, the issue of what to 
definitively call a particular musical form was, generally speaking, not 
a high priority for these musicians. 

Papaioannou's famous song "0 ZE1t7W;" is one such example of the 
apparent irrelevance of musical genre for the working musician. 17 The 

16Georgiadis' book (1993) and its title, PqlTC£T!I<:O Kal TCOA!n/oJ, is an 
extreme example of the exploitation of the word rebetiko for commercial 
reasons. Georgiadis apparently opted to include the term P£Jl1tE1:tKO in the 
title of his work, presumably because it would be noticed by a particular 
audience who identify the word with controversy (at the very least) and then, 
delivered, instead, to the reader, a work about the history of laiko tragoudi, 
in its socio-political dimensions. See note 12 above. 

17v. Papadimitriou, despite being a virulent critic of rebetika, held out 
hope that the genre could be "cleaned up" and become "true lai"ko" 
(Papadimitriou, 1949a), He claimed that it was songs such as "AV"tp£a~ 
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song is clearly a syrtos dance, eventhough Papaioannou was an avowed 
and passionate rebetis; 18 Even if the music of a partic:u).ar musician was 
equated with his overall identity and/or image then there is an abundance 
of evidence to show that musicians did not restrict themselves toone 
musical form to the exclusion of all others. The issue of identity ,and 
image as linked to a particular genre seems, in. fact" to be a later 
development. 19 Certainly; in the 1930s and the early 1940s the 
situation appears to have been much more fluid and flexible.20 Just as.a 
rebetis could write and record a syrtos or an island song, so, too, could a 

ZE7t7tO~" by Yiannis Papaioannou which were true lai"ka.Did anyone tell 
him that Papaioannou. was one of those "low-typ~ rebetes" who also happened 
towrite a syrtQs which was very successful? Or was that tnepoint that 
Papadiinitriou was trying to make? That is, the potential" for the 
development of the "lowly" rebetikainto the"higher'~, more refinedlarko 
tragoudi. 

I8It should also ~.~ noted that one of Tsits,anis' earliest. songs, "H 
fepaKiva"; was a kalamatianos dance song (see Tsitsanis, 1979: 154). 
Also, the first song which Tsitsanis ever reCOrded was withPerdikopolllos 
and again, it was another kalarrtatiano called:' "Llya lmAE JlOU criya'tll'l 
aJla~a':; Similarly, Bayianteras." famous "SeKWaJlLa 'f/ap07tOUAa", clearly a 
song heavily influen<;ed by island music, appears to contradict the later 
claim that portrayed him as o~eoLthe great rebetes. of the past (see 
Rizospastis: 11/11176, 21111/85; TaNea: 19/2177; Schorelis, 1977-81, 1: 
274). As we can see, however; in such a fluid situation,'thi.s'was not the 
case, Similarly, the prototypical mangas and rebetisNikos Mathesis.made 
this,remark (Hatzidoulis, n.d.: 108) "'Eypa'f/a 6Jlro~Kal 'tpayo,)Ota eAmpp.a 
Kat a~ ~Jlouva peJl7tE'tTJ~ Kat Jla)'Ka~": . . 

li)Mimy of the musicians themselves may not have nad such a clear 
consciousness then of being rebetes (to the exclusion of all else) as they 
later claimed in ,the 1960s and 1970s.It cannot be stressed enough that 
much of the evidence that has been used to describe the history of the 
development of rebetika and the "new" larko tragoudi has been the 
autobiographies, biographies, or interviews with the surviving musicians 
andJorcomposers many, many yeats after the event, when it was 
comparatively safe and blatantly fashionable to do so. Obviously, 
hindsight may lead to wisdom but itals'o propagates and extends myth-
miling; . 

2oTsitsanis, for example, who lateI' claimed that he had never had any 
interest in rebetika as a musical genre (Gauntlett, 197516; Gm. Ts., 1983; 
Christianopoulos, 1994: 10, 12), clearly showed in some Of his early 
songs, at least, (for example, "L' Eva teKE crKapoocrave'')' the heavy influence 
of this very same musicalform.·See pp. 76:-9 below for·a more extenSive 
discussion. 
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non-rebetis recorda rebetikosong, safely in the disguise of a lai1w. As 
long as the censor allowed the song to be recqrded and the musician had 
a chance to thus",assure for himself an income and a,measure of fame, it 
was, it seems, immaterial to the musician and to the recording company 
to which.music!i1.geIJJ:ethe song ultimately b~longed, This, however, 
changed. significantly, w)1en, thr debate. about rebetika began to get 
heated inpost -war Greece. T):1at is, rebetika as a term describing a musical 
genre became so controversial and problematical that it became 
clear, for many musicians, that their future may have hinged on whether 
or not they decided to be identified with that form of muslc.21 

In the post-war period it seems.that decisions had to be made and 
some sort of defillitive identity forged for anq by various popular 
musicians and~omposers. For those musicians WIIO had survived the 
war and occupation, it was imperative thll.t. thdr~are.ers be re~ 
established,. especially once the recording comp~ys began to operate 
again and the censorship returned eventually with all its previous 
intrusiveness. That is not to'say thll.t m~sicians had to suddtmly opt for 
one musical form or another (aIthoughfQr some this may indeed have 
been the case). The prf(-war controvefsy aboutaJ:UXv€8€~ had been 
followeq by the controversy about the bouzouki, bouzouki-players and 
their so-called .underworld connections. Aftf(r the war . the controversy 
continued even more energetically~ More than ever the' focus of greatest 
conce~ was rebetika and.what theyrepresen~ed in a cultural, societal 
and nationalistic sense. The socio-political co~textfot:.thischange are 
the impendi~g finll.l rounds of the Civil War and thedra,stic polarisation 

21Previous, to that,in th~ early 1930s, it shOUld' benoted,the 
controversy about the aJlavE~and its place in Greek culture (see Gauntletl, 
1991) had also .beenan issue of. major contentiorr;The reasons for exiling 
the latter song. form weJ;e virtUally the. same as tnOS(( qse4 to. justify the 
banning Of rebetifi;a .in the post-War period: the Easternsound~ which could 
not possibly be Greek and only served as a reIllindeiof the tour hundred year 
Turkish 'Occupation (Xenos, 1947; Papadimitriou;1949a; cf.Papaioannou, 
1·973) .. Ih other words, just as. the controversy overtebetikd .assumed a 
cultur:aland.nationalistic. character,. 80, too; had 'the .. controveJ;sy.oyerthe 
aJlaveoe~ earlier. In fact, it COUld. beargl;led,th!lt t.heJ!~~occupati,?n ~ith such 
"suspect" musichl forins and questio~~ about g~nre . constitutes. a pattern th~t 
is repeated in modern Greek' history in tne 'constant attempts 'made; 
especially. by the. intelligentsia,toestabli:sn. once .and for. all; what Greek 
identity meant, both in its nationhl and culturhl aspects. 
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of Gfe~k society into'Left and Right.. Society and culture, inextricably 
1inkedtonational~identitywerenow subject more than ever to the 
i'deo}ogicalclaimsof one group as opposed tothe'othen 

Tsitsanis: the politics of necessity and the transcendence of genre 
ThroughOut the foi-ty~ergIit yeats of hi I; careeFTsitsimis waspr~serited, 
sometimes explicitly, but mostly by Implication, as an exempla:ry 
composer of rebdika. fie waS also depicted'as a "founding father" 
(MaiIiatis, 1994:10':"11) of the variously riafu~drebetiko or lai'ko 1 

genres, which was . initiruly a sub-culture or fringe-d~elling ,musical 
milieu that slowly began to dOlllinate the wliole of Greek popular 
music. Parallel to this, despite the contradictions, Tsitsaniswas 
presented as the father of laiki mousiki~ in clear c~nfradistinction to 
rebetiki; itwas he, after all, who had ennobled the latter, "cleaned itiip" 
asitwere, in order to create (virtually single-handed) the new and more 
authenticruly Greek Zai"ki mousiki (se~ Papadimitriou; 194%; Yianna
kopoulos, 1960; Machera~, 1961;Pefropoulos, 1966; Holst, 1975: 58; 
TaNea: 9I2iF,5;Lianls, 1986; Chrrstianopoulos, 1'979: 181; 
Theodorakis, 1984:68, 72; Mani~tis, 1994: .11). In addition, he was 
accorded a cultural role of significant magnitude by members· of the 
Greek intelligentsia. Theodotakis called him: "0 E>e6q)tA,0~ 'tTt~ 
eA,A,llvtKfl~A,a1:Kfl~/louO"tK1l~" and his contribution was compared to 
Homer's (Tachtsis, cited in Petropoulos, 1966). ", 

S~fue of the earliest written references to Tsitsanis ,:ere made in 
the post-war peri~a and indicate, from the outset,' the ambivaI~nce or 
duality of Tsitsani~' image with regards to therebeti~o alld'Zaiko 
genres. Whilst none of the writers explicjtly:Jabd~e4. Tsit~anisas .. a 
rebetis, the implications were nevertheless clear. Amidst all the 
controversyabol.lt rebetika,.the name bfTsitsanisconstalltlyrecinTed; 
his §ongs,inparticular,wete llseqas paradigms for tile virtu,es (or 
vices) of 'the genr(!.vafiou~ly:: called rebetika. or laiko tragQudi (see 
Ano.yianakis, 1947; Spanoudi, 1951; Hatzidakis, 195Tin 
Christianopoulos, 1979: 180). His talents became the focus formany 
cornmentatdts, regarclless ofwhichgellfe he was thought to eXP?lllld. 
N, Matsas(1952, cite~inc:hristianopoulos, 1979: 181), for exatIlple, 
describedTsitsanis' truentsas,Superlati we and gave him a central role. in 
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the'development'of this relatively new "laiko tragoudi ". Hatzidakis 
called him ",to /leyaA{J'tepo 'taA,Ev'to a'toeiOo~'tou.[ ... la1to 'tOY KatpO 
't'll~ 'Apa1tta~' Oivet O"uvexcO~ aptc}"'touPYll/la'ta A,atKoU 'tpayouotQu" 
(1951,' cited in Christianopoulos; 1979: 180;cL Hatzidakis ~freeruse of 
bothrebetiko and lai"ko tragoudiinhis 1949 lecture). 

What was ,this '~eioo~", though? Did Tsitsanis himself really know? 
In a 1952 interview Tsitsanis supposedly said: "'tope/l1tE'ttKo [eivat] 
O"uvEXem 'tou 01l/l0'ttKOU"; The interviewer then conc1udedthat "yvflO"tQ 

'" 's: T '" R b t'k °th "vulgar" A,atKO elVat /lovo'to'tpayouul 'tou O"1'tO"avll. eel aWl . 

or ~'low-1ife" themes were being cast aside or purged· from the pristine 
body of the authentic laiko,tragoudi: What remained were·the refined 
rebetika such as those Tsitsanis' composed, which could henceforth be 
called.laiOka. (Matsas" 1952, cited in Christianopoulos, 1979: 181). 

S. Spanoudi(1951) likewise praised Tsitsanis' talent;·c1assified his 
songs as "pe/l1tE'ttKa" and called Tsitsanis.~'p:eyaA,Oq5ufl~ A,atKO~ 
O"UVaE'tll~'?: Tsitsanis and his· songs w~re archetypal(positive) examples 
of the rebetiko genre. ,In her view, ms,relietika wete·orthodox,·modest, 
pure, emotional songs and, more to thepoint,'quint~ssentially Greek. 
Moreover, in her subtle presentation of Tsitsanis as the exponent of one 
genre and his songs.,as representative of another; Spanoudi was able to 
separate Tsitsanis' name, from the stigma of being a rebetis. Obviously, 
this term stiU had too many negative, low-life connotations. 
Spanoudi'sffitic1e forms some oftheearliestimd clearest evidence of 
the 'usage @f both termSiu' a seeniingly natural, fashion that does not 
obscure the meaning she wished to convey: What" ,however, was that 
meaning? Tsitsanis was 'a:great popular composer who happened to 
compose'rebetika whichcould'a1sobe called ·laika:Regardless of the 
nomenclature, however, he was' primarily a great· Greek composer 
wllOsesongsrevealed the historical roots of his musk and the 
continuity of his culture. The historical and cultural. validation of a 
popular art-form was,. it· seems, :the, reaL aim of her article; 
the affIrmation of Greek identitythtoughthemnsic and lyrics Of a popular 
composet wa~ of cru~ialimpbrt:lllce to Spahoiid( a:Si't )Vas to many 
other ~riters.22 Th~tenninologyused to'ciescribe musicru gynreSwas 
" . '".' '. .... >.,,:". _' .,' ," H' " " 

22Anoyianakis had,a few years earlier (1941'), drawn thatsame link 
between Gteek identity and musk "'EX()'\)/lE 'toao <xnollctK(Juv6ei an ''tl~ 
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essentially irrelevant to this more important aim, and, in the 
ambiguous and almost haphazard way the terms were used, rendered 
almost meaningless, anyway. 

The tension or, at least, contrast between the two images (rebetis 
and laikos) may be apparent to us but they do not seem to have been a 
great problem for the writers of the innumerable articles about Tsitsanis 
which were published during the whole course of his career. Depending 
on the particular slant, political or otherwise, of the journalist, 
Tsitsanis could be presented in· any number of ways,. as long as the 
overriding image of great composer and national hero was not interfered 
with too much. In other words, the images that became a part of the 
myth that perpetuated itself throughout most of Tsitsanis' career and 
after his death, did not depend on the different musical genres he mayor 
may not have been a part of. Certainly, a particular musical genre 
might be a starting-point fora musician's image but, once a complete 
image has been established the genre can become obscured as other 
concerns take precedence and greatly influence any subsequent image
making. The image of Tsitsanis, for example, as a great musician and 
popular composer who created rebetikallaika was later subsumed by 
the image of the "teacher", the image of the "national hero" who wrote 
resistance songs and of the man who symbolised and so greatly 
influenced Greek popular culture (Vournas, 1961; Hatzidoulis, n.d.: 32, 
108, 201; Elliniadis, 1983: 20; Kontoyiannis, 1986; Rizospastis: 
30/8/83; Ta Nea: 20/9/68,10/8176, 1318/86; Hatzidoulis, 1977). 
Political and nationalistic dimensions of the musician's image therefore 
take on a greater significance than musical genre. That is why Tsitsanis 
and his work could so easily be described in the context of rebetika or 
{ai'ka without undue concern about definitions and ensuing 
contradictions23 (see Petropoulos, 1966; Holst, 1975: 53,58; 

TCl1'YE~ 'tOU (pElLltE'tlKO'U J aKoAou9wV'tct<; ''CO 81KO Ilct~ OPOllO, ltOU Kalto't£ 
!l£ 8ucrKoAia ~avo:f3piO'KO'UIlE'tO'U<; w.u'tou<; !la~". Hatzidakis' lecture in 1949 
also had one central message to convey: the ultimate and undeniable 
Greekness of the form which he variously called rebetiko and lai'ko 
(Hatzidakis, 1949) and its essential role in reinforcing this Greek identity 
in the people who listen to it. 

23In fact, when rebetika became so popular again in the 19708, it was 
politically expedient to bring Tsitsanis back "into the rebetika fold" and 
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Rovertakis, 1973: 19; Theodorakis, 1984: 72; Skaros, 1976; Loupaki, 
1979; Rizospastis: 25/8/83, 27/8/83; Ta Nea: 19/3176, 15/4/76, 
19/2177,27/4177,2012178; Politopoulou, 1980; cf. Ta Nea: 29/7/80). 

Tsitsanis was perceived as the progenitor of a new musical genre 
that mayor may not have .had its basis on the old rebetika, but which 
had certainly taken on a new character with the advent of this popular 
composer. Matsas(l952) put it this way: "~wqlOpq)(OVOvll£cnya cnya 
Ilta 1Vllcna £J) .. /11VtK1l1l0UO'lKT], .reou OEvoavei~£1:(l(t KavEva 0'1:olXdo 
areo 1:a~£va np01:vrca" which was, again, an echo of Spanoudi's 
sentiments and which reflected the search for a new Greek identity, free 
from the destructive influences of foreign powers and foreign 
intervention. If post-war Greece had to put up with the latter politically, 
it did not have to culturally. If the most popular musical genre in 
Greece during and after the Second World War was still the previously 
despised rebetiko (as Hatzidakis indicated in his 1949 lecture) then it had 
somehow to be incorporated into mainstream culture and given a new 
credibility, if only as a statement of Greek cultural autonomy and 
independent national identity. Thus was born "To V E<:01:£ pO AatKO 
1:payoUOt" (Macheras, 1961) and the image of Tsitsanisas its chief 
creator.24 Papadimitriou, despite his negative feelings about the 
rebetikogenre had, as early as 1949, basically called on Tsitsanis and 
others to do just that (l949b): "[va crull~aAovvcr1:Tl DTHlloupyia]wu 
VEOU AatKou 'tpayoUOtOu [<:ocr1:!':] va yivovv Ol <poYt£tvOl KaeTjYll1:E~O" 

£KtivoV~ nov acrxoAOUV1:at [!£ 1:0 doo~ "TIt; l"atKll~ !10VO'tK~~". 
The question of whether AatK1l j.LOUCJlKTJ had existed earlier25 was 

add to his already burgeoning image the picture of the rebetis (usually 
depicted in an implicit way) who had also been a resistance fighter 
during the German Occupation (see Hatzidoulis, 1977). 

24See also a transcript of a 1963 radio interview with Tsitsanis in 
which Tsitsanis strongly implies this image of himself (in Maniatis, 1994: 
17-19). 

25Did lai'lw tragmtdi precede rebetika or was it co-existent with 
rebetika? According to Papadimitriou(l949a) lai'ko tragoudi definitely 
existed before rebetiko arrived with the refugees from the Asia Minor 
Catastrophe and began to contaminatethelaiKo genre with its Anatolian 
elements. What, then, was lai'ko? Was it simply an urban form of demotic 
music intermingling with Western styles (foxtrot, tango, kantades)? Was it 
only, as the writers in the newspaper Avgi and the left-wing continued to 
claim, until the arrival of Theodorakis' EmreXc{Jwq;, the traditional demotic 
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essentially irrelevant for those members of the post-war generation in 

Greece who wished to create a new .sense of cultural integrity and 

identity. They looked forwards, not backwards. They sought new icons, 

even if some of them were merely old ones transformed. By the early 

1950s, therefore, people like Hatzidakis, Anoyianakis, Spanoudi, 

Matsas and even. Papadimitriou, were convinced that the new laiko 

tragoudi was the way of the future. Tsitsanis'popularity and great 

recording success further convinced them that he was indeed this new 

genre's foremost exponent, regardless of the factthat, for many, he was 

still acomposer and performer of rebetika. Certainly, the Left remained 

unchanging in their attitudes towards the whole issue and although 

Tsitsanis is not mentioned by name, it is safe to assume that he was 

perceived to be, and dismissed as, a rebetis, and hence a corruptor of the 

proletariat. When, however, Theodorakis began his campaign for the 

use of bouzouki music in his own compositions and cited Tsitsanis as 

one of his main influences, the Left eventually began to modify its 
views (Arkadinos, 1960; Dromazos, 1961; 1-2/4/61). 

By 1961 JVlacheras was describing Tsitsanis' role in the 

development of lai1w tragoudi in words which were to become part of 

the standard interpretation: "[To 1945-500 TCH'):cravTjC; £KavE] ,.na 

npocrn:a8Eta va ~EKaEhpicrEl 'to p1.'j.tnS1:lKO ano 'ta xa<HKAijolKa Kat 

Kou'taa~aKlKa 0'totXEia".Christianopoulos also saw Tsitsanis' 

role as crucial:"w KaSapW1.' ['to pEl-l.miw(O] area Ka81.' np00't1l?(O Kat 

Xaj.tTj),O [ ... J 'tOKaVE v'aYKaAtaa1.'l ta IlEpaKla Kat'ta V1:£pna 't11<; 

1.'AAllVIKll<; [ .. J £KaV1.' 'to p£j.tltE'ttKO ltW 1.'lcATjVtKO Kat mo 

song form and nothing more? According .to the writers .in Avgi, lai"ko 
was tied to Greek history and full of healthy, beautiful and positive 

images which revealed the strength of the Greek character (Pagalis, 1953b). 
This was the definition used by Avgi throughout the 1950s (see pp. 61-2 
above) and lai"ko was the term preferred to describe. traditional 
demotic music because it more accurately referred to the "11,0:0<;", that is, the 
people. These writers considered the music being presented in the urban 
taverns and clubs to be the corrupt and unethical rebetika whose ultimate 
aim was "[va] Xaftl1AO)(IOUV TO nVEufta1:lKO Eni1tl::Oo TOU Aaou" (Pagalis, 
1963a; Argyrakis, 1953). There was no mention of the pre-existing urban 
(non-l:ebetika) lailw that Papadimitriou had alluded to in 1949. 
Moreover, it seemed that for most commentators, this was a non-issue. See 
also Anastasiou's (1995) response to the whole question of whether laiko 
tragoudi and rebetikaare indeed different musical genres. 
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av8pw1tlvo". Even Psathas (1953, 1961b) gave way and conceded that 

Tsitsanis was a master composer of many great songs, although he 

continued to call these songs rebetika more than he called them lai1w; 

his apparent change of heart was, not surprisingly, greatly influenced by 

the new laika that Theodorakis was producing.26 The image of Tsitsanis 

as "AatK6~ aUVeE'tTj~" had, in fact, reached its final stage of evolution 

by this time27 (Psathas, 1960, 1962; Platanos, 1966; Yiru-makopoulos, 

1960; Theodorakis, 1960). 
This does not mean that the terms laiko tragoudi and rebetika had 

suddenly become clear to the average Greek or to the musicians 

themselves. If this issue had been resolved in some way with regards to 

Tsitsanis' image it was a nebulous, fluctuating victory, one that had to 

be fought for, again and again.28 When, in the 1950s, Tsitsanis spoke 
out against the new "IVOoKpatta,,29 that he believed was eroding the 

authenticity of Greek music (Tsitsanis, 1979: 39-42; Politopoulou, 

ChI'. Ts., 1983; Virvos, 1985: 64), it was at the time that he was 

beginning to be presented as the "father" or "founder" of laiki mousiki 

26Psathas (1960, 1962, 1966) alternately des.cribed Tsitsanis as the 
bridge between rebetika and laYka or the bridge between laika and the new 
sounds of Theodorakis (cf: Staihi, 1984; and Dragoumis, 1994). 

27Th at this did not prevent some writers, however, from continuing to 
label his songs, at least, as "pq.l1tE1:lKa" (see, for example, Tachtsis cited.in 
:petropoulos, 1966). However, the term "AO:lK6<;Guv8£Tl1<;" was the most 
common used to describe Tsitsanis throughout the 1960s. 

28There were, for example, D. Psathas' incessant attacks on the 
genre and its chief exponents made in the newspaper Ta Nea 

throughout the 1950s and continuing even into the1960s, though in a 
much tamer form. These articles, ostensibly about 'were frequently 
entwined with implicit and explicit attacks on Tsitsanis, was presented 

Psathas as one of the arch~exponents of the genre (Psathas, 
1953, 1955a, 1955b).In 1951 Psathas complained that Greek society 
had betrayed Beethoven and Mozart "yta tOll TcrnC)(:Xvl1" and his 
"PE!l1l:£1:lKll 0PXllGtpa" (Psathas, 1951b). In a later article (1953) he 
grudginglya.ccepted that there were in fact rebetikamasterpieces and he 
cited one of Tsitsanis' songs as an example of this. However, his attacks on 
Tsitsanis did not cease until the early 1960s. 

29The term "IvooKpO:,la" has been used to describe the period from 
approximately the mid-1950s onwards when· an . influx of Eastern· melodies, 
deliberately sought out by Greek composers were used to transform the lai"ko 
tragoudi (or corrupt it, depending on your viewpoint); The singer, Stelios 
Kazantzidis, is possibly the most well-known exponent of this form. 
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of the lai"ko tragoudi (Papadimitriou, 1949b; Hatzidakis, 1951) 
which, it seems, was the image that Tsitsanis chose to cultivate. By the 
1960s it was this image which prevailed and which was virtually 
unquestioned. This simplistic and almost definitive resolution in the 
1960s, at least as far as the image of Tsitsanis was concerned, of what 
was an inherently complex historical and social issue, clouded the fact 
that this outcome had been hard to achieve. The late 1940s and the 
1950s in particular, reveal, particularly in the newspaper articles 
published in both the right and left-wing press, how tenuous and 
ambiguous most definitions of lai"ko tragoudi and rebetika were and 
how, by implication, precarious the status of musicians such as 
Tsitsanis could still be. 

Tsitsanis himself had not always, it seems, been so resolute about 
his lai"kos status. An examination of Tsitsanis' earliest songs reveal his 
own adoption of the mannerisms, language and ethos (that is, the 
image) that rebetika were said to portray and there is no evidence, at 
least at the beginning of his career, that he wished to distance himself 
in any way from the genre or from his closest colleagues in the field. 
At some stage, however a clear demarcation line was drawn and 
Tsitsanis became linked far more with the term AatKo than PE/-L1tE'ttKO. 

As early as 1943 Tsitsanis was calling himself: "0 KaA,{)'tEpo~ 

OUVeE'tll~ Kat EP/-LllVEU'tTI~ 'tOU AatKOU 'tpayoUOtou" (Christianopoulos, 
1994: 15).30 Despite this almost presumptuous title which sought to 
link his name irrevocably with the genre of AatKT! /-LOU(JtKT!, Tsitsanis 
was nevertheless still writing songs which seemed to be portraits of, or 
at the very least, inspired by, the life of the "xaotKMoE~" or hashish
users, who were, of course, closely associated with the whole rebetiko 
genre. These songs, written and/or recorded between 1937 and the late 
1940s,31 remain at variance with and in contradiction to his later 

30 From a self-penned advertisement in the newspaper Nea EvpwJr1]: 
13/2/43. 

31See particularly the following songs (Tsitsanis 1979: 200-19): "L' 
eva tEKe crKapoocravE" (1937 recording), "Ml1 XEtpOtEpa" (1942, never 
recorded), "IIptyx:t1to/lacrtouP110E<;", (1944, never recorded), "H Attavda to'll 
/laYKa" (1941-5, recorded 1983 [Anastasiou, 1995: 227]), "Tl1<; /lacrtoupa<; 
o crK01tO<;" (1946 recording), "KatcrE v' aKoucrEt<; /lta 1tEVta" (1949 
recording), all of which refer to hashish and/or the life-style of the 
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carefully articulated and politically correct32 words and his repeated 
denials that he had ever created rebetika. Typical of these songs are not 
only the images of the aforementioned low-life but a sense of amoral 
exultation and social satire or irony: 

TEKE'tSTI /-LOU, ~a(na va emu 1tol, 
oou /-LtAaEt 0 /-LayKm; /-LE KaU/-Lo: 
'ta xaotot Kt av cpou/-Lapro 
EYro KavEvav OEV 1tetpasro 
et/-Lat /-LayKa~ Kat aAaVll~ 
/-L1tTIKa O'tOV 'tEKE xap/-Lavll~. 33 

E/-LaSE'I'a 'ta oEa /-LOU Kt Eva KO/-L/-La'tt /-LaupO 
Kat ~EKtvro, pE /-LayKE~ /-LOU, va 1taro O'tOV 'AylO Ma/-La.34 

The code of behaviour for the /-LayKa~ evident in many other rebetika35 

is presented in much the same way in these Tsitsanis songs. In his 
Autobiography where these songs were reprinted in the section 
tantalisingly called: "AvEKoo'ta Kat A1tayopEu/-LEva TpayouOta" 

"/laYKa<;". Similarly, the songs "ApocrouAa" (1946 recording) and 
"M1tAOKO<;" (1941-5, never recorded) refer to the hashish dens or tEKeOE<;. If 
Tsitsanis was not himself a rebetis at that time he certainly produced enough 
songs to allow him to slip into that category if he chose to. On the other 
hand, Beaton (1980: 193-4) makes the interesting comment that "hashish
smoking [ ... ] did not really count as a criminal activity before the 
introduction of new drug laws in 1936". Presumably, the effects of such laws 
would not have been immediate: hence, songs of this type may have been 
seen as a kind of "norm", not as controversial as later made out. This might 
account for Tsitsanis' use of these themes in so many of his early songs. 

32Tsitsanis' ability to be politically correct throughout his career and 
in spite of the especially slippery political situation in his own country 
undoubtedly contributed significantly to the longevity of his career. In 
ERT-l's Tribute to Tsitsanis (1985) the musician Takis Fitsioris remarked 
on Tsitsanis' ability to placate and befriend anyone regardless of his 
political persuasions or social status. It seems that this ability also 
extended to being able to befuddle the popular press with many and varied 
contradictory statements. 

33"ApocroUAa" in Tsitsanis, 1979: 210. 
34"H Attavda to'll /layx:a" in Tsitsanis, 1979: 214 
35For example: "BpE, /laYKa /lOU", "Ot /l1tatcrot", "0 NiKO<; 0 

tpEAaKta<;", "Eyoo /layx:a<; q>atvo/louva", "MaYX:E<; /l1tO'llKapaV crtOV tEKe", 
"0 AouAa<;", etc. (all of which can be found in Petropoulos, 1982: 14, 22, 
38, 53, 54, 71 respectively). 
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(Tsitsanis, 1979: Tsitsanis explained their dubious content by 
claiming that they were either solely of his imagination or that 

stemmed from real events upon which he had used creative licence 
and transformed them (pp. 205, 
ClTO J,l0U 

En:'Aaaa 1:0 'to'\) LtO£Pl1 Kat toU1:£1(£". In interviews which he 
gave in the 1970s Tsitsanis denied having had any connection with the 
life-style associated with the "tEKEC; (Pilichos, Gauntlett, 1975/6; 

1979: see also Mathesis 1969 in Petropoulos, 1983: 
261-4 and Bini" in Maniatis, 1994: 24; 1989: 29--49) and 
claimed, moreover, that he had never even taken hashish 
1979: 214; 1969; 1994: 
contrast, Nikos Mathesis, the 
claimed that: "au1:ot 

nov Ta 

that in order to write these songs you more or less had to be part of the 
lifestyle otherwise, the of the creator of the song was at 
stake.38 There is no doubt that for many 
any of Tsitsanis' audiences would have 
low-life or fringe 39 

mentioned in Tsitsanis' songs 
"H . Tsitsanis (1979: 
insisted that none of Lhe contents of the songs were true and the real Sideris 

not the owner of a tekes. The writer Kalantzis based his short 
on this so-called In it he the 

reverse situation. The real Sideris was indeed an owner of a tekes and 
Tsitsanis did work there. Tsitsanis wrote his songs about Sideris but later 
found it to cover up his past and his own participation in the 
tekes life-style. he later claimed that he made the whole thing up. 
The narrator of the story who is also an to the whole situation 
expresses his anger at Tsitsanis' and the peopIe who 
represent thc'''' on 

C. Kolokotronis (Maniatis, 1994: 
Tsitsanis remained troubled by the fact that he had been unsuccessful in his 
att,~mpts to stop Papaioannou from his habit 

Mathesis was, it seems, interested in his own role in 
the creation, recording and popUlarisation of rebetika and hence, he seems 
to be his own credentials as a mangas to further embellish or 
his own role and his authenticity. 

39In ERT-l's 1985 Tribute to Tsitsanis Zoe Tsitsanis had this 
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among his audiences the song "H 'lOU J,laYKGt" had 
been (Tsitsanis,.1979: 215) the fact that the censor had 

never allowed it to be recorded: 
ayan:11tOCl1:0V 1(OClJ,lO. Ka8E I3pa8u 

It remains uncertain whether one had to be a mangas to 
sing and/orcompose these sorts of songs.40 It may be that popular 
image-making was also occurring at this level the social 
context of the taverns). That is, the songs may have implied 
Tsitsanis was a mangas or a rebetis, but he didn't have to concur 
officially, one way or another. If he was able to reap the re-Nards 
terms of money and popularity) of this assmnption on the of his 
audience while at the same time also portray himself as a 
"AatKo; Cluv8£T11C;" then he had the best of both worlds. In this is 
consistent with his repeated claims that he addressed himself to all 
Greek people (see Pilichos, 1973; Hatzidoulis, Ellinikos Yarra,,: 

3017178;Chr.Ts., 1983; Kounti, 1985) and had never limited the 
consumption of his songs to any one class ot group. this was 
given as the reason he was able to disseminate the new laika 

so successfully (Christianopoulos 1961; Manasidou, 1971; 
Theodorakis,1987).What may in only his clever 
perception of the reality of the time and his means of in it, 

later became a cornerstone to Tsitsanis' personal myth. 
It should be noted that when, in the Tsitsanis emphatically 

denied all connection with the myth his life and 
work had been virtually institutionalised; his place in the of 
Greek music was assured and in many ways unassailable. In addition to 

her husband's cov 
(meaning. the Nazis during. the 

program the musician Harmascommented on how it 
sometimes was, playing the left and the Tight wing who were often 
of the .same .audience (presumably the Civil War). Finally, Takis 
Fitsioris program) said that during the 
still "1:a while the composer Dimitris LlJH',LU'"V'UVl! 

that the went to see Tsitsanis at the tavern 0 

early 1950s): "70% 

40G. Zambetas in 1992 said that despite Tsitsanis' lack of contact with 
the world of the manges, he was nevertheless able to create such songs 

because of his in-born talent (Maniatis, 1994: 35). 
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this, the Junta had not been long gone from Greek politics and the 
Karamanlis conservative government which succeeded the Colonels was 
perceived by many to be just as restrictive and reactionary (see Ta Nea: 
4/12174, 3118176; Beaton, 1980: 195). In spite of the resurgence of 
interest in rebetika at that time, Tsitsanis still opted for the security of 
the term lai1w tragoudi which could be used to describe almost any 
creation by a contemporary composer, and was therefore inherently 
vague, benign and all-encompassing. He also chose, at this time, to 
stay as true to his established image as it was possible.41 

It did not matter that rebetika had once more .become popular and 
fashionable. Tsitsanis had already lived through this once before, in the 
19508, and he had also watched how the genre had continued to be 
treated with suspicion and hatred by certain sections of the 
community.42 Tsitsanis had said many times that his music was for all 
Greek people, regardless of class or political persuasion (Petropoulos, 
1966; Pilichos, 1973; Tsitsanis, 1979: 13, 20; see also Christianos, 
1986). The rebetiko genre could not be thus described, even if a section 
of the upper middle class had made it their own in the 1950s and 
Theodorakis had likewise adapted the music to suit his avowedly left
wing aspirations in the 19608 (Theodorakis, 1960, 1961b). Clearly, the 
rebetiko genre would always have some sort of political or class 
affiliations (thus excluding other sections of Greek society) or remain, 
at the very least, a contentious issue, socially, culturally and 
historically. 

41The contradictory nature of this image however continued. Two 
songs were written by Tsitsanis in the 1970s that quite clearly dealt with 
traditional rebetika themes. The first, "0 llaYKa<; Kavn 01.)0 bOUAn€<;" 
(1971) whose theme was the life-style of the low-life flaYKa<;, and the 
second "To Kapa~t alt' 1:11V TIEpcrta" (1976) whose theme was narcotics, 
could easily be categorised as rebetika of the more notorious kind. The 
question remains, if Tsitsanis was not a rebetis as he claimed, and his songs 
had nothing to do with the genre, how could he so flagrantly create two 
songs which could not really be described as anything but rebetika? 

42Petropoulos, after all, had been imprisoned after the publication of 
his work on rebetika in 1969 - which more than suggested that the genre 
was still suspect if not despised by at least some powerful sections of the 
Greek community. 
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Whatever the reasons, Tsitsanis in the 1970s and 1980s remained 
firm in his own presentation of the image that had become inextricably 
linked with his name: the image of the founder of lai"ko tragoudi. 
Furthermore, his responses to mention of rebetika were ambivalent at 
best, and, depending on the commentator or writer, sometimes 
downright hostile (Pilichos, 1973; Chr. Ts., 1983; Notaras, 1991: 
63).43 Typical of Tsitsanis" vagueness and ambivalence is this 

comment reported in Rizospastis in 1983: 

qJ8avoulls 0"'L11 ow:XmpwuJdj ypaflflY! 'LO'\) '36 nou 1:0 p£/-LneUKO 
'tpayouot napaOiost 'L11 O"KU'taA11 ()1:0 VEOYEVVl1'LO Aat-KG. Ano 
8m apxi~Et 11 XPuO"l) n£ptoOOC; 'LO'\) AatKou 'Lpayou3wu, Kat 
alto 'Ll1V £1tOxf] ami} flExPl O"TJflSpa, qcO /-tt/,cO 0Xl yea 
PqL1t£W((X a/cAa 'Yta AalKo 'tpayoubt. (Chrs. Ts., 1983) 

The interview came less than a year before his death and after Tsitsanis' 
name had been mentioned innumerable times in articles about rebetika 
(for example, Rizospastis: 2114177,27/6/79; Ta Nea: 27/4177, 1111178, 
15/5179; Stamatiou, 1988), after he had been given awards as a rebetis 
from other rebetes (Rizospastis: 1912177; Ta Nea: 1712177) and after the 
issuing of his own Autobiography which classified him and by 
implication, at least some of his songs in the genre of rebetika (1979: 

179).44 
It may be that Tsitsanis was, as he claimed, being misquoted or 

misunderstood and that the desire to place him at the forefront of a 
musical genre that was undergoing a major revival overshadowed 
considerations of accuracy or of reporting the composer's words 
faithfully. As indicated earlier, in the creation of image, the purposes of 
the given writer (nationalistic, political, cultural or otherwise) tend to 
supersede all else. At the same time, Tsitsanis' ambivalence can surely 
be partially attributed to the ambivalence in the terms la/Ka and rebetika 
that had existed since at least the 1940s. In spite of all these Notaras, 

43Cf. Tsitsanis' more placatory or neutral tones in Rizospastis: 
15/4176 and Ta Nea:. 14/9179; cf. also, instances when Tsitsanis seemed to 
acknowledge working within the genre as in Matsas (1952), Virvos (1985: 52). 

44In that same Autobiography he had claimed, for example, that if it were 
not forthe invasion of the "Iv8oKpa'do:" in the 19508: "To Pf.fllt€1:lKO 1:payoUOt 
flltOPOUOT va Kpa1:p,crn aKo~a yHX TCoAf.& xpovta" (Tsitsanis, 1979: 39). 
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considerations, one unavoidable fact, however, remains: in 1937 
Tsitsanis recorded his first song, "I;' eva 1:EKE O"Kapm()fXVE" and it was 
clearly a song about hashish smoking and the sub-culture in which it 
existed. Despite his later rationalisation, the whole issue remains 
problematic and symptomatic of this confusion of genre that has 
prevailed, in some form or another, until modern times. 

Tsitsanis' case is a clear example of how definitions of musical 
genres in the modern Greek context are at the same time both vague and 
specific, depending on their value in a political sense and at a given 
time. His. early career clearly points to a dalliance with the rebetiko 
genre since it was so commercially viable in the pre-war years and since 
most bouzouki-players of the time were thought to be rebetes also. It 
may be that Tsitsanis leapt into the fray, not feeling himselfto be a rebetis 
but aware that by playing the bouzouki he would be classified in 
this way, especially by the authorities. It is no surprise then, surely, 
that he began to promote himself as a popular composer O",ai:K6~ 
(Juve£tTJ~) in order to establish his own credentials and talent in a 
slightly different way and also to open himself up to a much wider 
audience. 

If, by 1943, Tsitsanis had wisely taken the course of calling 
himself lai"kos and thus distancing himself somewhat (but not 
completely) from rebetika, at least insofar as the latter term might 
impinge on his own personal image, it can be assumed that part of this 
was a conscious decision made as a response to the Metaxas 
government' spersecution of hundreds of musicians who were said to be 
drug-users or "xaO"t1\:A~8£~" (Christianopoulos, 1994: 12-13). The fact 
that he might continue to write songs whose content could easily be 
labelled as rebetika was, it seems, ilTelevant; if his own image was of a 
popular composer O",atK6~ (JUV8E1:1l~) whose repertoire was wide enough 
to include such songs, but who claimed he was not,. in any way, a 
representative of the alleged life-style that went with the songs, then 
Tsitsanis had, indeed, been able to skirt the whole issue and guarantee 
his own survival in post-war Greece 

Similarly, he :was able to avoid party politics throughout his career 
although recent commentators have attempted to place him in left-wing 
politics (Virvos, 1985: 133; Georgiadis, 1993: 138, 163-4 and 
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passim).45 Despite these attempts, Tsitsanis has never been clearly and 
categorically associated with anyone Greek political party.46 The 
musician George Dalaras made the valid point (Tribute to Tsitsanis, 
ERT -1, 1985) that Tsitsanis was politically aware without being 

politically active: 

[ . .o] 0 Tat1:(j(xvll~ Xffipi~1!me va :n;OAl1:lKOAOy£i ~Tav eva~ 
~a8Hx TCOAtnK01WtYjf!EVO~ Kat o"K£:n;1:0f!£VO~ av8pffino~ [ ... J 
Kat OEV ctVat tuxaio n01) 0"1:0V clllPUAto 1:oV Kuv~Y11(Jav Kat 
to £TCtaTU.lO KpatO~ K()(t 1:a KO!Jolla1:a, EVm 0"1:0 ~ouvo 0 l"a6~ 
tpayouoouO"£ wv "Tpau!J,a-da" Kat (J1:a ~£povTJ(Jta to 
"K' / I r " . anotaf..tava avaO"1:EVa",n. . 

In other words, Tsitsanis Was fully aware of his socio-political 
environment but refused to be associated with any party. When asked, 
fbr example, about the censorship laws after the war his curt response 
was (Tsitsanis, 1979: 24):"[ ... ] 6x1, O£ YVffipic;ro arc'aut'a [ ... 1 l1f!01)V 
()(lPOmffif.!EVO~ crtTi OOUAEta f..tOU". Likewise, in an interview given a few 
months before his death (E. K., 1983) Tsitsanis re-iterated the universal, 
national image which had been used to describe him as early as the 
1950s (see Apostilidis, 1951: 42; Spanoudi, 1951; Matsas, 1952 in 
Christianopoulos, 1979: 181) and which he opted for as a way of 
explaining his non-involvement in politics: "Eymcti-LataKOflf.Lan(nO~. 
8EV~£p(l} ana f..tYjxavw!J,ou~KOf!lla1:ffiV [ ... J 'Hflollva onffi~ 0 /ca6~ n01) 

U1terp£pE mp1:EplKa 'w~a(J()(VaTOU [ .. T· 

45It should be noted that Georgiadis bases these claims on his own 
interpretations of Tsitsanis" songs and on statements made by in his 
Autobiography (1985). No other "proof' is presented. 

46Curiously, no one has as yet attempted to explicitly place Tsitsanis 
ina more right-wing context (see, however, SchoreIis, 1977-81, 4:.21). It 
should be noted that during his time in Thessaloniki under the. German 
Occupation his main audiences would .have been. made up of black
marketeers, collaborators and even Germans themselves. Who else could 
afford togo and. see him? Moreover, Tsitsanis' KOU}lTCapoc; and one of his 
greatest admirers was none other than Mouschountis, the then Chief of 
Security in Thessaloniki. Whilst Tsitsanis' apparent right-wing 
associations were possibly more significant than has previously been 
thought, there is no substantial evidence that it meant anything to Tsitsanis 
other than his desire to be on good terms with everyone, the ultimate aim 
remaining the promotion of his career. Nevertheless this issue adds another 
dimension to an already complex story. 
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Tsitsanis, however, was renowned for contradicting himself in 
many of the interviews he gave and it can be argued that he is an unreliable 
source for himself (Schorelis, 1977-81, 4: 18-19).47 Whatever the truth 
in this matter, the analysis of his words and the words of others about 
him form, of necessity, the basis of this examination. Andthese words 
should n?t be underestimated in their ability to create a vivid picture of 
the images that. were being employed to represent him as a popular 
(lai1ws) compose!" as opposed to a rebetis composer and the ways in 
which this was brought about over his entire career.48 

Since any discussion of musical genre could become politically 
oriented, it may be that his decision, presumably taken very early on in 
his career, to avoid party politics was bound up with his decision to 
avoid pre~ise labelling Qfhimself and his music. While this apolitical 
or "populist" stap.ce was certainly cultivated by him in, the )970s and 
1980s (see Pilichos, 1973; Gauntlett, 1975/76; Tsitsanis, 1979: 24; 
Falireas, 1982,: 12-13; Kimonas, 1986)49 there is also enough 

47I~ a written interview of 1972 (Gauntlett,. 1975/6) howeve.r, 
Tsitsanis claimed that he h~d. often. been. misq:uoted . by irr'esponsible 
journalists and this was why he' appeared to be self-contradictory. He also 
gave this as the reason for insisting' ona written interview. . 

48Even during the 19708 and early. 1980s when therebetika renaissanc.e 
was at its peak, it was rare for anyone to explicitly call1;sitsanis, arebelis. 
See the following articles for references to Tsitsanis as AaiK6~ crwgetT]s, 
oacrKaAos, /3apoos, OT]~tO'\)pyos etc.: G.K.P., 1972; Ta Nea: 18/9/74, 
23/7/75, 15/4/76, 28/9/77; Rizospastis: 29/6179" 17/6/80,27/8/83; cf. 
the few rare articles that refer to Tsitsanisin.the context of rebetilfa: Ta Nea: 
11/1/78 when he was called "0 ~EyaAutEpos crtT] ~roiJeK1tp60"ro1to<;;to'\) 
pEI.L1.enKot)'!,14/9179.when he was reported talking about his music as if it 
were. part of the rebetl~o genre and 2917180 when he was callea"o McrKaAos 
to'\) . pE~1tettKo'\)tpay0,\)OtoU". Two artiCles in Rizospastis likewise' dll him 
"0 Koimcpafos tou' pE~1thtK01l -rpctY01l0tou" (Loupaki; 1979) and "o/3apoos 
tT]sPE~1tetlktjs ~0,\)o"tKT!((27/6j19). It should be noted that evelI in this 
incorpofatiortof his music into the rebetiko genre he is not directly called a 
rebetisexcept in t\\1'o 6b:ituarie~ in 1984 (Xanthidis, 1984; ORizos: 
2311/84).These are,how~ver~~x~rem,ely rare and repres,en{ a very small 
minorityQf artiCles." . '.' " ... " .'. 

49These Claims however, artl,as90ntradictOl:Y as somany oth~rs.For 
example, in an, article in Ta Neq(7/3/87fTsitsanis'close.friendship with 
PASOK leader Andreas PapancIieou is mentiontld~ In an interview.w}th Chr. 
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circumstantial evidence to show that it was a course on which he had 
set himself much earlier. The term lai1ws offered him a way out of a 
very complicated situation since he would surely not have wanted to 
alienate his colleagues who were quite obviously part of the rebetiko 
milieu or some of his audiences who wenHo see him for his rebetika. 
The wordlai1ws was, on the one hand, clear, in the sense that it implied 
being part of "the people" or the masses who formed the basis of his 
success and, on.,the other; it was vague enough to allow . him entry into 
other social classes or arenas, especially once the middle classes became 

. enamoured of bouzouki music in the 1950s. Being an exponent of laiki 
mousikialso permitted him to cross over the barriers put up by party 
.politics;Moreover, the Eastern and Turkish associations;,which the 
rebetiko genre was said to have and the concomitant.anti~Greek 
sentiments that were thought to be part of any espousal ofithis genre 
could. be completelY avoided if the image of ··laikos:'Quu.td. be· used 
instead. 50 In contrast to the rebetes who· were· often perc.eived as a 
reminder of the humiliation of the Greek people during the Turkish 
@ccupation, the popular (lafkos) composer was the bearer of authentic 
Greek music, the reflection of the hopes and aspirations of the majority 

Ts. for Rizospastis(1O/4/83) Tsitsanis Claimed' that he had written three 
Resistance songs during the Occupation. While. this does .not necessarily 
implicatf(him ill Greek party politics it nevertheless in,dicates ,that he was 
not, strictly speaking, completely apolitical. InERT-l's 1985 Tribute to 
. Tsitsafus ,takis Fitsioris said that Tsitsanis definitely 'wrote political songs 
(again, presumably ReSistance songs) but "08V ta;'AF::-rE oTi~ocrta [ ... J yta 
to'\)s AOY01l91tOt) &ep0'l>/lE" {see also Maniatis, 1994: 216). Those "AOYOl>", it 
.may be, assumed; were the threat of imprisonment and. exile .. This. is verified 
by Virvos in the same programme. However, Dimitris Christodolou (same 
programme) presents a completely different interpretation of Tsitsanis' 
songs and his concerted' attempts to elude the censorship of the late 1940s 
and 1950s.According to. him Tsitsanis deliberately used "eva eioos 
cr'\)~/3oAtKOU AOY0'\)" in his songs as his way of dealing with the censorship: 
but this did not necessarily make hiIn apolitical activist 

50This may account for Tsitsanis'aimost obsessive attacks on 
IvooKpa;tia. By setting up a .model of a non-authentic Greek musical genre 
which, qloreover, was said to contain the despised Turkish elements, 
Tsitsanlsp,rCimoted himself~. in. contrast, as the' btlarer . of authentic· Greek 
music. At the same time, he dissociated himself, very subtly,. from rebetika 
and the "Anatolian" style lai1w, which were'both genres said to contain 
"polluting" Eastern elements. 
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of Greek people and therefore the creator. and validator of a new Greek 
identity. 

It shQuld also not be forgotten that in the post-war period and 
amidst the chaos of the Civil War, Tsitsanis had returned. to Athens 
(Schorelis, 1977-81,.4: 18; $tathi, 1984) seeking to re-establish his 
fame51 and reinforce his image asa popular composer whose songs 
were clearly. a reflection of the issues and feeliQ.gsthat beset. most 
Greeks; whatever; their class or political persuasion. At the same time, 
since. the Metaxas dictatorship, the censorship .and the German 
Occupation itself had swept.away a whole generation of rebetes 
musicians, so that the field was basically.clearforTsitsanis.and his 
remarkable melodies (Gauntlett, 1975176; Georgiadis, 1993: 91, 98, 
102; Kounadis, 1994). 

Tsitsanis.may.have begun his career as arebetis (as. was so- often 
'stated and implied) and subsequently continued it as the founder. of the 
"new'c lai1mtragoudi, but he ended it asan.embodimefitof ,true 
.Greekness, as an artist who' expressed the spirit of his people and the 
agonies .. ofhiscountry: "Tt £V<HX,PKrocrTt 'troY KaTt~rov 'to'll NEoEAATtva" 
(Akmpolis: 19/1184k he became a symbol of unity and of the pre
eminence of Greek values and the Greek ethos as expressed in his 
songs;.When Tsitsanis died in 1984 the innumerable obituaries focussed 
on these more abstract dimensions of his image and his work. 
M. Argyrakis, for exrunple, described the effect of Tsitsanis and his music 
in cultural and spiritu~l terms: "H~oucrtK1l au'tft~M~a i}<t~V1t~A:U 
1taAUx" aAA.a ](PU~~EVTt, OXt 8a~~EVn [ ... ]'YE~(hTt a1t6~ov ~ovo 'to'll' 
NEOEAATtVtcr~ou Tt cprovrr'tou Tcrt'tO"lx'vTt, 1tOU Ka'ttIAa~tIivd~lO 1tWC;Tt'ttIVE 
Tt iota Tt OtKi} ~ac;, Tt ~uO"'tiKi} ~ac; cproVTt" (ArgyrakiS,198'4). He was seen 
as the conciliat~r of his people (Akmpo,tis: '19/1/84):' "/E~1tatvE ~E 'to 
'tpayouot 'to'll [ .•. ] 01troc; ~E 'to :Ku1tota !luVa avacr'tEvUS£t' avu~€~a 
cr'ta ouo a'tpa'to1t£oa "fla va EvrocrEna XEpta 0"£cru~cptAirocrTt".52 As a 

51Tsitsanis' popUlarity and great stlccess had beenweII-'esfablishedby 
the eVe of the Second World War (Gauntlett, 1975/76; Tsitsahis, 1979: 13-
16; Yenltsaris in T'ribziteto Tsitsanis; ERT-l, f985)but, since the 
recording companies had been closed for the duration of the War and 
Tsitsanis had spent most of his time in Thessaloniki, it was cleat that he 
had to go about ~e-claiming this success: 
,'- ", - -, -- " 

52This role had been accorded Tsitsanis not simply as a posthumous 
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result; such roles. conferred on Tsitsanis and his music far outweighed 
any musical genre Tsitsanis may have attached himself to. True, he was 
also presented as the father of Greek popular (lai"ki) music (Ta Nea: 
1912177;912/85; Virvos, 1985: 60-1; Dragoumis, 1986) but the 
emphasis here was not so much on the genre itself but rather on what it 
appeared to represent: Greek identity and historical centinuity.53 

The transcendence of genre.is, in fact, a.cpmmon tendency in the 
image~making of the. GreekmusicianaIJ.d goes a long way towards 
explaining how such patently contradictory models of the same 
musician (as in the case of Tsitsanis) could co-exist quite happily and 
remain generally unquestioned and, it is to be presumed, even irrelevant 
to the real issues which are primarily nationalistic andlor political in 
character. Theodorakis. may, for example, have spoken in hyperbole 
when he called Tsitsanis "0EOcptAOC; 'tTtC; AatKi}c; ~ac; ~oucrtKi}c;" but he 
spoke for many when he highlighted the importance of Tsitsanis and his 
music in nationalistic term§:"crTtj!aala [ ... ] dvat on ota'tTtpd Kat 
ava1t'tucrcrEt cr'tTt ~OUcrtKTt 'to'll 'to E8vtKO EAATtVtKO xpro~a Kat 
xapalC'tTt pa". 

, Tsitsanis i contribution to and influence on, the evolution of 
modern Greek music was perceived to be seminal, its impact growing 
with the passing of each year. While the issue of what was lai"ka and 
\Vhat was rebetika was resolved up toa point by subsuming rebetika 
into the corpus of lai"ko tragoudi, this interpretation was further refined 
by calling post-§econd World War rebetika songs the "new" lai"ka. The 
old (especially pre-War) rebetika were those which had unsavoury 
content and needed to be set aside. The new rebetikallai"ka or just lai"ka 
were songs of a different quality, gentler, nobler (thematically) and 

panegyric but thirty-three years earlier by the writer Renos Apostilidis 
(1951: 42) who, when writing about the Civil War, made the same claim for 
Tsitsanis'song. The irony of course is in the fact that this was one of the 
songs whose authorship by Tsitsanis was disputed (see Schorelis, 1977-81, 
4: 18; cf: Virv:os, 1985: 57). .This consideration, ho,wever, did not deter the 
creation of this image for Tsitsanis. 

.' 53Perhaps the best early ex~ple of this theme is S. Spanoudi'~ article 
inTa Nea which set outio vindicate rebetika and show a continuity of the 
music by comparing it to Byzantine "'tp6not" and claiming it had a Doric 
character which ennobled it (Spanoudi, 1951). See also Hatzidakis, 1949; 
Theodorakis, 1961a; Psathas, 1968. 
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hence accessible to a much· wider audience. Their evolution had 
primarily been brought about by the intervention of the creative genius 
of Tsitsanis and, asa result, the foundation for modem Greek popular 
music had been laid. Tsitsanis' career is representative of the various 
stages that lai1w tragoudi as a deSCriptive term of a genre of Greek 
music passed through and the socia-political reasons why it was 
ultimately selected in preference to the more potentially volatile 
rebetika. Tsitsanis' talent, originality and carefulself-promation were 
apparently the pivotal elements that tipped the balance in favour of the 
former. 
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01 IINEYMA TIKEl: llAAINAPOMHIEII TOY 

nOPfOY 8EOTOKA AlIO TO EAEyeEPO 

IINEYMA ITA TETPMIA HMEPOAOAOrIOY 

'Evaan01:a paCHK01:Epa Sl11:TU1a1:a npOpAl1J.la1:tcrJ.l0u (j1:11V nVEUlla1:tK1l 
avaSy!c11crl1 1:0U r. e£01:0KO: an01:EAEl 1:0 SElla 1:11C; crXEcrl1C; 1:11e; 
EAAllVIK1le; Aoyo1:Exvlac; J.lE ne; aV1:tcr1:01XEe; EUpUl11:atKEc;. 0 {owe; 
opaJ.la1:tcrTfIK£ ano1:a 1:EAl11:11e; o£Ka£1:iac; 1:0U eiKoCH 1:11V Eupwnl1 Kat 
tOtal1:£pa 1:11 faAA{a me; KE\l1:PO nV£DJ.lanKO 'tou onoloD 11 EAlco:Oa 
anon,Ad nEpl<pEp£ta. 'E1:crt, ano 1:0 npw1:o 'tou EPYO, 1:0 8oK1J.lw 
EAEV8EPO IIvcVf.1a, n P01:Et v £ Ko:nOla AEt'tOU pyl xi! Kat opyavt xi! EV'ta~ll 
't11e; EAAl1VtK~e; Aoyo'tExviae; cr' Eva EUpU'1:EPO £upmnailCo nAatcrto J.l£ 
(j]eono '1:T] OTJlltoupyia IHae; aJ.lrpiopOJ.ll1e; Kal aJ.lrpipponT]e; crXEcrl1e; 
aVO:Al1'1fTJe; lml n:pocrrpopae;. 

Eow ea npocrna8TtOOUJ.lE va OKtayparpTtcroUI1E '1:TI 0XEcr1l J.l£1:a~u 
'tTle; "KEVTptKTte;" £upmn:atKTtC; AoyO'1:Exviae; Kat.1:TJe; aVTic)1:01XT]e; 
"n:EptrpEpEtaKTte;" £AATJVIKTte;, E1:CH on me; om1:Tt rpuo"tKa AEt1:0upyei (no 
8£mpTJ'1:tKO n/catO"lO 1:0U 8£0'1:0KO:. Et~hK6'tEpa 8a £~E1:o:crOUI1E1:le; 
anO'lf£le; 1:0D O"uyyparpEa TCavm cr1:O SElla 1:11e; crXEcrl1e; 'tmv ouo 
A,oY01"£XVlWV, 1:11e; £AAl1V1KI1C; Kat 1:11e; Eupm:mtxi!c;, XPTIO"tIlOTCOlWV1:ac; 
me; nrnEC; nA11POrp6pT]crTIe; 'W OOKtJ.lW EAEVfJEpo IIve-f)f.1a Kat 'W 

Tecpabw Hf.1EPOAOY{OV (1939-1953), DUo a~tOAoya Kat £VOtarpEpOV1:a 
V1:0KOUflEV'ta, '1:a onola Kal,Un1"OUv Eva Il£YO:AO I1EpOe; 1"11e; n:v£ullanKl]C; 
nopclw; '1:0U e£01"OKa. 

**** 

To 1929 KUKAorp6pl1O"E mT]v EAlcaoa 1"0 n:PW1"O EPYO 'wu r. e£01:0KO:, 
1:0 oOKillto EAcV8£po IIvEvf.1a. ME 1:0 Epyoam6 ° cruyyparpEae; rptAOOO
~OUO£ va ava1:apa~£t 1:11\1 "1:£A/-W1:Worj" Ka1:o:o'tacr11 'tTle; EAA11Vtxi!e; 
Aoyo1:£xviac; 1:T]C; £noX11e; 'tou Kat '1:au1"6xpova va EKrppao£l '1:11V 
n:pocrmTCtKI1 '1:0U yvwllT] 'fta 'L"T10"XEO"11 '1:11e; £AA.'IlVlK~e; AO'fO'1:EXV1K~e; 

1tapa'fmy~c; 11£ 1:11V aV'1:tO"'rOlX11 £upmn:o:.tKTJ. napaA.I'11A.a 1tp6~aAI"£ 
OUVa~tlKO: nc; npoO'mTCtKEC; 'tou npo'taO'ne; n:o:vm 0"£ ST]1:Ttlla'1:a '1:11e; 
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